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moPES is an object-based knowledge representation system. It allows the representation of
multiple taxonomies over the same set of objects through viewpoints and provides tools for
classification (identification) ofobjects and categorisation (classification) of classes from their
descriptions. T-TREE is an extension of mOPES for the coostruetioo of taxonomies from objects.
Data analysis algmthms consider moPES objects for producing moPES taxonomies. Thus, data
analysis is integrated into theknowledge representation system. Moreover, the original bridge notion
permits the comparison and connection of adjacent taxonomies.
TROPES is an object-based knowledge representation system. It is thus a general-purpose
knowledge repository whose basic entities are objects (i.e. entities structured into fields and
belonging to a class). Such a system is provided for integration into a wider application system
which uses it for containing both the objects (data) and the inference mechanisms tied to the object
semantics. The application system consists in a set ofprograms which access the knowledge base
for consulting and modifying the objects that which, in turn, can trigger some of the inference
methods (knowledge).
TROPES heavily relies on the classification mechanism (i.e. the mechanism which recognises the
class to which an object can belong). The classes are hierarchically organised into taxonomies and,
as knowledge about an object is acquired, it can be further classified under more specific classes.
Classification is very important since the more specific the class, the more adapted to the object is
the knowledge attached to that class.
The TROPES Taxonomy building Tool (T-TREE for short) is an extension of the TROPES object-
based knowledge representation system enabling the integration ofdata analysis and automatic
classification methods for the construction of object taxonomies. As a matter of fact, an important
part of data analysis research is devoted to automatic classification.
Here, we show how this integration can be achieved and what are the benefits which can be
expected from the integration. In particular, it is shown how T-TREE takes advantage of exclusive
features ofTROPES such as viewpoints and bridges. Further on, the integration can be seen as an
important outlet for automatic classification algorithms in directly fetching the data and storing the
result of classification in the place where it is used: the knowledge base.
The first section presents the TROPES system as representative ofavailable object repositories but
also as proposing some special features. Section 2 is devoted to the classification and categorisation
mechanisms in TROPES. It emphasises the importance of the taxonomies in the TROPES system.
Section 3 presents the principles of T-TREE: how the TROPES notions can be accounted for by
data analysis algorithms, how these algorithms can produce TROPES expressions and how the
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